Any arrangement to complete the row correctly is the option.  This includes replacing the number or moving the player to a new location on one of the pyramids.  A player loses if he or she is unable to move a piece.  A player enters the game in any order and with any numbered triangle.  Operation triangles may be used in any order and with any number.  The number sequence must correctly equal the answer triangle.  The gold number triangle must be used in any order and with any number.  Operation triangles may be used in any order and with any number.  The number sequence must correctly equal the answer triangle.  The gold number triangle must be used in any order and with any number.  Operation triangles may be used in any order and with any number.  The number sequence must correctly equal the answer triangle.  The gold number triangle must be used in any order and with any number.  Operation triangles may be used in any order and with any number.

Playing the Game:

At the top of the pyramid (negated values are not allowed).  The number sequence must correctly equal the answer triangle.  The number sequence must correctly equal the answer triangle.  The number sequence must correctly equal the answer triangle.  The number sequence must correctly equal the answer triangle.  The number sequence must correctly equal the answer triangle.  The number sequence must correctly equal the answer triangle.
WARNING:

CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

OBJECT OF THE GAME:

To fill in your pyramid game board with number sentences by building around problem problems with triangle pieces by building around problem problems.

CONTENTS:

- 1 spinner
- 24 yellow doubles-sided addition and subtraction operation triangles
- 26 orange answer triangles
- 55 gold number triangles
- 4 game cards

2-4 PLAYERS

Game play designed to practice addition and subtraction.